
 
“This is the Bird” – vocal score in braille music with annotations 
 
Below is a print version of what would be raised braille dots for a reader who is blind to use. Each 
braille “cell” is made up of a pattern of dots in a two across, three down, pattern, like an egg box 
for half a dozen eggs. A braillist usually reads the raised dots with both index fingers, reading from 
left to right as in print. The print braille dots here are larger than real ones, which are a set size, a 
bit like print in a specific font.  
 
In vocal scores, lines of the lyrics alternate with lines of the music, as in print. Usually a braillist 
reads either the lyric lines or the music lines, needing to memorise at least one line for 
performance. A very few braillists are able to read both lines at the same time. The layout in this 
print version is not quite the same as the copy for a braillist.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                    This                  is           the                  Bird 

,this is the ,bird 
                                   Music                    by                Jonathan                                Dove 

,music by ,jonathan ,dove 
                     Lyrics                         by               Alasdair                                  Middleton 

,lyrics by ,alasdair ,middleton 
 

Spacious.                                 Minim     =                 52               One sharp 2 2 

,spacious4 _b "7 #eb4 %#b2 
Treble clef  Bar rest, barline, minim rest, bar continuation sign 

  >/l'm u" 
     This                  is            the              bird 

,this is the bird  
(bar 2 continued ) fourth octave D, G, A, B quavers, tied to, barline, dotted minim B, bar continuation sign, 
  7#b'7 "ehij@c t'" 
whose wings are fire.   

whose wings are fire4 



(bar 3 continued) fourth octave A crotchet, barline, C dotted minim, B crotchet, barline, D semibreve, tied to, 
barline, D minim, bar continuation sign,  

  7#c'7 "[ n'w z@c o" 
      This                 is            the              apple 

,this is the apple 
(bar 6 continued) triplet, fifth octave D, C, B crotchets, barline, C crotchet, B dotted minim, tied to, barline, B 
crotchet, bar continuation sign,  

  7#f'7 2.:?w ?t'@c w" 
of             sweet                   content.   

of sweet content4 
(bar 8 continued)  fourth octave G crotchet, A dotted crotchet, B quaver, barline, fourth octave D semibreve, 
barline, minim rest, bar continuation sign,   

  7#h'7 "\['j "z u" 
     This                  is            the              home                

,this is the home  
(bar 10 continued) fourth octave D, G, A, B quavers, tied to, barline, dotted minim B, bar continuation sign, 

  7#aj'7 "ehij@c t'" 
 
 



of            heart’s                           desire. 

of heart's desire4 
(bar 11 continued)    fourth octave A crotchet, barline, C dotted minim, B crotchet, barline, D semibreve, tied to, 
barline, D minim, bar continuation sign,   

  7#aa'7 "[ n'w z@c o" 
     This                  is            the              word                 

,this is the word 
(bar 14 continued) triplet, fifth octave, D C B crotchets, barline, C dotted minim, bar continuation sign, 

  7#ad'7 2.:?w n'"  
that                   the              prophet                           meant.      

that the prophet meant4 
(bar 15 continued) fourth octave A quaver, B quaver, barline,  C crotchet, B dotted minim, barline, A semibreve, 
barline, bar rest, barline, crotchet rest, bar continuation sign, 

  7#ae'7 "ij ?t' ! m v" 
     This                  is            the              gold                  

,this is the gold  
(bar 19 continued)  fourth octave E E F crotchets, barline, G dotted minim, bar continuation sign, 

  7#ai'7 "$$] r'" 



at            the              rainbow’s                                 end 

at the rainbow's end 
(bar 20 continued)  E F quavers, barline, G minim, B minim, barline, A semibreve, tied to, barline, A crotchet, bar 
continuation sign, 

  7#bj'7 "fg rt !@c [" 
     This                  is            the             tune 

,this is the tune 
 (bar 23 continued)  fourth octave E E F crotchets, barline, G dotted minim, bar continuation sign, 

  7#bc'7 "$$] r'"  
 of            the                  Syren’s                           song.     

of the ,syren's song4  
(bar 24 continued) fourth octave E F quavers, barline, G minim, fifth octave D minim, barline, D semibreve, tied 
to, barline, D semibreve, barline, two bars’ rest, barline, minim rest, bar continuation sign, 

  7#bd'7 "fg r.o z@c z mm u" 
      This                 is            the              name                            

,this is the name  
(bar 30 continued)  fourth octave D G A B quavers, tied to, barline, B dotted minim, bar continuation sign,   

  7#cj'7 "ehij@c t'"   



of            your                 secret                      friend. 

of your secret friend4 
(bar 31 continued) A B quavers, barline, C dotted minim, B crotchet, barline, D semibreve, tied to, barline, D 
minim, bar continuation sign, 

  7#ca'7 "ij n'w z@c o"   

           This  –       what                 you              wanted  

 ,this,- what you wanted 
(bar 34 continued)  fifth octave  D minim, barline, minim rest, crotchet rest, C quaver, B quaver, barline, C minim, 
B minim, barline, bar rest, barline, crotchet rest, bar continuation sign,  

  7#cd'7 .o uvdj nt m v" 
all                along.   

all along4 
(bar 38 continued) fourth octave E minim, G crotchet, barline, G semibreve, tied to, barline, G semibreve, 
barline, bar rest, pause, double bar line.  

  7#ch'7 "p\ (@c ( m<l<k 
 



Questions about braille 
1. There are three kinds of punctuation in this text – full stop, dash, and apostrophe. What do these three signs 
have in common in the braille?  
2. Each line of the poem starts with a capital letter. Find them all in this piece. What do you notice?  
3. At the beginning of the piece there is a line that reads: “Spacious.   Minim  =  52 One sharp 2 2”. There are 
three “2’s” there. Study the braille carefully and what do you notice about one of those. Can you think of a 
reason why one is odd?  
4. Swaying in each bar in this song usually fits the rhythm of crotchet, crotchet, crotchet, crotchet, as in “laz-y, 
laz-y” but this changes in bars six and fourteen to “laz-i-ly, laz-i-ly”. Find those bars and the notes that go with 
the actual lyrics of “This is the”. There is a sign that shows three notes take up the time of two. What dots are 
used before these notes to show three in the time of two?  
5. Sometimes the tune gives the impression of the bird gliding along rather than flapping its wings, where a long 
note is held. In music, a note is needed in each bar (or a rest), so a special sign is needed to join up the sound 
so there is no break. What is this sign called?  

Musical points  

1. This piece has two minim beats in a bar, as its pulse. Imagine you are a bird and your arms are your wings. 
Move one arm, then the other in time with your steady counting of one, two, one, two. How do we know that the 
piece has two minim beats per bar?  
2. At the ends of phrases in this song there are some long notes: one is on the highest note in the piece. What is 
the exact pitch of this note?  
3. All but three phrases start with notes that go up, again suggesting the bird soaring. The phrases start with 
capital letters in the text. Give the bar numbers of the phrases that start with the tune going down.   
4. Tap two steady beats in the bar. On the second beat speak the text, “This is the bird” in the rhythm used in 
bar two. Make sure you say “bird” just before count one.  



5. In the last few bars of the piece, the composer breaks up the music and its text with rests. What effect does 
this have on the mood of the ending?  
 


